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ABSTRACT  

 In this paper reviewed of an approach that explores each structural and statistical data of image patches to learn 

multiple dictionaries for super-resolving a picture in sparse domain. Such algorithms exploit the statistical 

previous that patches in a very natural image tend to recur among and across scales of a similar image. 

Structural data is estimated using dominant edge orientation, and suggests that value of the intensity levels of a 

picture patch is used to represent statistical data. This paper study of a unique computationally efficient single 

image SR methodology that learns multiple linear mappings to directly transform LR feature subspaces into hr 

subspaces. Self-similarity based super-resolution (SR) algorithms are able to produce visually pleasing. 

Keywords: Sparse representation, Dictionary, Edge orientation, Clustering, Edge preserving constraint, 

Super-resolution,  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Super-resolution (SR) image reconstruction is presently a really active space of analysis; because it offers the 

promise of overcoming a number of the inherent resolution limitations of low-priced imaging sensors (e.g. mobile 

phone or surveillance cameras) allowing higher utilization of the growing capability of high-resolution displays 

(e.g. high-definition LCDs). Such resolution-enhancing technology may additionally prove to be essential in 

medical imaging and satellite imaging wherever diagnosis or analysis from low-quality pictures may be very 

difficult. 

The prolife ration of image connected applications like medical imaging, remote sensing and surveillance has 

LED to increase in demand of high resolution (HR) pictures. the target of single image super-resolution (SR) is to 

restore a visually pleasing high-resolution (HR) image from one low-resolution (LR) input. SR reconstruction is 

an efficient signal recovery technique that produces high quality pictures from low-priced imaging systems (e.g., 

webcams or mobile phones) and limited environmental conditions (e.g., security surveillance or remote sensing 

imaging), and additionally offers an improved user experience in resource-limited sharing systems (e.g., social 

networking). For these reasons SR reconstruction has attracted extensive attention since the seminal publication 
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by Tsai and Huang [1]. Existing single image SR approaches will be  

broadly classified into 3 categories: interpolation-based strategies, reconstruction-based strategies, and example 

learning-based strategies. Interpolation-based methods are considered a lot of basic approach to SR and generally 

utilize either fixed-function kernels [2] or adaptive-structure kernels [3]–[5] to estimate unknown pixels within the 

hr grid. Though these ways are efficient for real-time applications, in several cases the standard of the 

reconstructed images is unsatisfactory in practice. 

Reconstruction-based strategies usually assume that the observed LR image is that the product of many 

degradation factors like blurring, down-sampling, and noising with additive zero-mean white and Gaussian noise. 

Since several details are missing, one LR image might correspond to several hr pictures and, as a result, the SR 

drawback is inherently ill-posed. so as to get a reliable resolution sure a priori data has to be imposed on the result 

to be super-resolved, and varied priors, like edge-directed priors [6]–[9] and similarity redundancy priors [10]–

[12] are wide used in reconstruction-based strategies. Whereas reconstruction-based methods produce sharp edges 

and suppress aliasing artifacts they do not add sufficient novel details to the HR output, especially at high 

magnification. 

The SR task is cast because the inverse drawback of recovering the initial high-resolution image by fusing the 

low-resolution pictures, supported reasonable assumptions or previous data about the observation model that maps 

the high-resolution image to the low-resolution ones. The basic reconstruction constraint for SR is that the 

recovered image, once applying a similar generation model, ought to reproduce the discovered low resolution 

pictures. However, SR image reconstruction is mostly a severely ill-posed drawback due to the insufficient range 

of low resolution pictures, ill-conditioned registration and unknown blurring operators and also the solution from 

the reconstruction constraint isn't unique. Numerous regularization strategies are projected to any stabilize the 

inversion of this ill-posed drawback. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The Srimanta Mandal et. al. [1] “Employing structural and statistical information to learn dictionary (s) for single 

image super-resolution in sparse domain” In this paper, we have planned a technique of learning dictionaries, 

based on structural and statistical data of image patches for SR imaging. The dominant edge orientation reflects 

the structural data, wherever as statistical information is characterized by mean of intensity values of patches. 

First, appropriate training patches are clustered into six groups according to their structural info. The structurally 

similar patches of a cluster might vary in statistical sense. Hence, to form every cluster of patches structurally 

further as statistically similar, every of those clusters have been more clustered in to some groups, supported the 

statistical info of patches. As a result, every final cluster contains patches with similar structural and statistical 

information. Thus, dictionaries trained from those clusters can represent distinct options of pictures, that is 

important for efficient thin recovery. Throughout testing, the learned dictionaries are assigned to the LR patches 

based on their each structural further as applied mathematics information. Moreover, an edge preserving 

constraint has been used to preserve the continuous gradient info throughout SR. the general method helps in 
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preserving orientation further as magnitude of edge throughout SR. The experimental results validate the 

importance of structural further as statistical information of image patches in learning dictionaries for SR imaging. 

 

Jia-Bin Huang et. al. [2] “Single Image Super-resolution from Transformed Self-Exemplars”, in this paper 

conferred a self-similarity based image SR algorithmic rule that uses transformed self-exemplars. Our algorithmic 

rule uses a factored patch transformation illustration for at the same time accounting for each planar perspective 

distortion and affine form deformation of image patches. We tend to exploit the 3D scene geometry and patch 

search area expansion for rising the self-exemplars search. Within the absence of normal structures, our 

algorithmic rule reverts to looking affine transformed patches. We’ve demonstrated that even while not using 

external training samples, our methodology outperforms state-of-the-art SR algorithms on a range of artificial 

scenes whereas maintaining comparable performance on natural scenes. 

Kaibing Zhang et. al [3] “Learning Multiple Linear Mappings for Efficient Single Image Super-Resolution”, in 

this paper projected a unique efficient single image SR technique for generic pictures based on learning a cluster 

of mapping relationships between the LR and hr feature subspaces. The learned mapping functions effectively and 

with efficiency transform the input image into the expected hr image. Moreover, we tend to propose a fast yet 

effective NLM-based SR improvement algorithmic rule for reducing edge artifacts by exploiting similarity 

structures within the resultant image. Experimental results indicate that our approach is quantitatively and 

qualitatively superior to different application oriented SR ways, whereas maintaining relatively low time and area 

complexness. Although our technique shows potential for computationally efficient SR applications, many aspects 

got to be considered in our future analysis. First, a progressive SR scheme (similar to [28]) is adopted in our SR 

framework for a lot of stable mapping between 2 cross-scale image spaces. Second, selective patch processing 

(similar to [21], [33]), wherever high accuracy SR recovery is selectively applied to salient regions whereas easy 

interpolation is used in unimportant regions, is used to any improve processing efficiency. Third, a lot of 

sophisticated statistical learning algorithms may be wont to at the same time learn multiple subspaces and multiple 

mapping relationships so as to construct more effective LR-HR mapping models. 

Jianchao Yang et. al [4] “Image Super-Resolution via Sparse Representation”, in this paper projected a unique 

approach toward single image super-resolution based on sparse representations in terms of coupled dictionaries 

collectively trained from high- and low resolution image patch pairs. The compatibilities among adjacent patches 

are implemented each locally and globally. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the sparsity as a 

previous for patch-based super-resolution each for generic and face pictures. However, one among the most vital 

queries for future investigation is to determine the optimal dictionary size for natural image patches in terms of SR 

tasks. Tighter connections to the idea of compressed sensing might yield conditions on the appropriate patch size, 

options to utilize and additionally approaches for training the coupled dictionaries. 

Zhiliang Zhu et.al [5] “Fast Single Image Super-Resolution via Self-Example Learning and Sparse 

Representation”, in this paper projected a unique algorithmic rule for fast single image SR based on self-example 

patch-based dictionary learning and sparse illustration. Our projected strategy exploits the sparse signal 

representation theory within the framework of cs and dictionary learning of image patches. No hr training set is 

needed for our SR technique, within which we tend to exploit image patches among one image and sparse 
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representation, with only 1 learned lexicon. This makes our technique a lot of sensible than competing SR 

approaches that use external hr coaching sets because there is no guarantee that a relevant hr training set is offered 

for LR input pictures all told situations. Compared with different SR algorithms, our projected approach is very 

competitive in terms of the reconstruction performance however so much superior in terms of procedure 

efficiency for natural pictures. 

 

III. METHOD 

3.1 Super-Resolution 

Methods for super-resolution is generally classified into 2 families of methods: (i) The classical multi-image 

super-resolution (combining pictures obtained at sub pixel misalignments), and (ii) Example-Based super-

resolution (learning correspondence between low and high resolution image patches from a database). during this 

paper we tend to propose a unified framework for combining these 2 families of ways. Every low resolution 

image imposes a group of linear constraints on the unknown high resolution intensity values. If enough low-

resolution pictures are available (at sub pixel shifts), then the set of equations becomes determined and may be 

solved to recover the high-resolution image. Much, however, this approach is numerically restricted only to little 

will increase in resolution (by factors smaller than 2).  

 

(a)                                        (b) 

 

(c) 

Fig.1(a) Input Image I, (b) Various Scales of I 

(c) Patch Recurrence Within and Across Scales of a Single Image 

In this additional show however this combined approach is applied to get super resolution from as very little as 

one image (with no info or previous examples). Our approach relies on the observation that patches during a 

natural image tend to redundantly recur many times within the image, each inside a similar scale, also as across 

different scales. Recurrence of patches inside a similar image scale (at sub pixel misalignments) provides rise to 
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the classical super-resolution, whereas recurrence of patches across different scales of a similar image provides 

rise to example-based super-resolution. Our approach tries to recover at every pixel its very best resolution 

increase based on its patch redundancy inside and across scales. The goal of Super-Resolution (SR) ways is to 

recover a high resolution image from one or additional low resolution input pictures. ways for SR is generally 

classified into 2 families of methods: (i) The classical multi-image super-resolution, and (ii) Example-Based 

super-resolution. within the classical multi-image SR a set of low-resolution pictures of a similar scene are taken 

(at sub pixel misalignments). 

 

3.2 Structural and statistical information 

According to the aim of planning structurally directional dictionaries, it's required to own directional training 

information set for every and each of dictionaries. To classify patches and options like HR and LR image patches 

severally, we tend to tried 3 different approaches to find the best one so as to have groups of patches and options 

with a similar direction of image content: using dummy dictionaries, Euclidian distance and Correlation. Using all 

training information, we tend to collected six by six patches of high resolution pictures, and corresponding LR 

options from mid-resolution pictures that are the scaled up version of LR pictures. 

 

 

Fig.2 Significance of structural and statistical information 

 

(a) Patches with in a cluster are statistically similar (means of intensity values are similar) but different 

structurally (geometrically dominant edge orientation); and 

(b) Patches with in a cluster are structurally similar but statistically different. 

The work attempts to handle the problem of universal dictionary by learning many sub dictionaries from the HR 

training patches. It uses K-means bunch approach to cluster different patches, however it doesn't consider the 

orientation of edges, that reflects the structural data, a vital characteristic of pictures. this can be illustrated in Fig. 

1(a), wherever a take a look at image patchhavingdominantedgeorientationof135° (anti clock wise direction from 

the x-axis) may be assigned  any or linear combination of the patches having dominant edge orientation 45° or 

135°. this is often because; each patches belong to same cluster because of their similarity in which means of 

intensity values. But, ideally it ought to be assigned the patch, having orientation135°. Thus, faithful 

reconstruction of the patch might not be possible. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper brief study on the only image super resolution of image communication tries for instance the recent 

analysis work that has been done in the field. during this paper study of novel efficient single image SR 

methodology for generic pictures supported learning a cluster of mapping relationships between the LR and HR 

feature subspaces. Some analysis papers were mentioned, all that specialize in totally different aspects and 

techniques of single image super resolution. 
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